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We have an incredible warrior class in this 

country - people in law enforcement…, 

and I thank God every night we have 

them standing fast to protect us from the 

tremendous amount of evil that exists in 

the world. 

― Brad Thor 
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Consensual Encounters 
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C O N S E N S U A L  E N C O U N T E R S  

Consensual Encounters 
The key to effectively articulating a consensual encounter is 
to convince the court that a reasonable person would feel 
free to leave. Therefore, explain to the court how you did not 
block the person’s path, use any force, or use words or 
gestures that appear to require compliance.  

Remember, some of these factors are worthless alone. 
Instead, look at the totality of the circumstances. 

Police statements 

Suspect characteristics  

Suspect reactions 

Describe what you initially said to the subject (e.g. “Can we talk?”)

Describe how you kept the encounter consensual

Suspect’s criminal history means he should be less intimidated 
around officers

Officers did not touch or block the suspect’s path to leave

Suspect was not told to extinguish his cigarette (helps show no 
detention)

Gave consent to search immediately after asked

Suspect was told he was free to leave and he indicated he 
understood

Suspect appeared relaxed
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Environmental factors 

Did not complain about encounter

Appeared happy

Wanted to cooperate

Was not surrounded by police

No weapons were displayed

Officers spoke to him in a polite or conversational manner

Police were inquisitive, no direct accusations of criminal conduct

The encounter was not excessively long

Emergency lights were not used

No commands were given

Police spoke from car - did not get out
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C O N S E N S U A L  E N C O U N T E R S  

Consensual Searches 
In order to uphold a consensual search, you must prove three 
requirements. First, you got consent from someone who can 
give it (i.e. apparent authority). Second, the consent was free 
and voluntary. And third, when you conducted the search you 
didn’t exceed any implied and expressed limitations. 

Remember, some of these factors are worthless alone. 
Instead, look at the totality of the circumstances.  

Apparent authority 

Joint owner of the property

Uses the property

Has a key or knows the combination to open it

Has accessed it in the past

Has current control over it

They have personal items inside the place you want to search

They have limited access over the item, for example a valet parker, 
and they allow the same access they have

The consenter told you it’s theirs, even if later proven untrue

Their name is on the luggage

Their spouse or significant other owns the car or container
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Free and voluntary 

Person was not badgered for their consent

No commands were given

The person was told they had a right to refuse consent

No weapons were displayed

Hands were not on weapon or Taser

Consent gotten in open public area (less coercive environment)

Was not surrounded by police

Consent to search was in writing

Officers spoke to him in a polite or conversational manner

Police were inquisitive, no direct accusations of criminal 
conduct

The encounter was not excessively long

Emergency lights were not used

You told the person what you were looking for

The person has experience with the criminal justice system 
(indicates that they know their rights)

Suspect readily exited the vehicle or dropped container after  
you asked to search

Suspect offered to help with search

Suspect offered for you to search, without asking

Consenter was an adult, not a child (children can consent to 
search under some circumstances)

Suspect gave you keys to car or container
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Search didn’t exceed implied or expressed limitations 

The suspect did not tell you to not search a particular place

Suspect watched the search, didn’t object

Suspect offered to allow you to search, without asking

The place or object searched could fit the item you asked to search 
for

The search was not excessively long

You did not break anything

You did not use tools
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